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ABSTRACT 
This paper describes three techniques for controlling the loop 

filter of the PLL for high operating speed. The proposed fast-

locking PLL reduces the pull-in time and enhances the 

switching speed, while maintaining better noise bandwidth. 

Extended loop bandwidth enhancement is achieved by the 

adaptive control on the loop filter resistances. This work differs 

from previously published results in that it presents a 

comprehensive study for modeling, circuit simulation and 

practical circuit implementation of a 2nd order PLL with loop 

filter control for speeding-up the PLL. The overall improvement 

in performance of the proposed PLL is evaluated and compared 

with the conventional PLL. An industrial CMOS IC is used to 

implement the PLL. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Phase-locked loops (PLLs) have been used in many applications 

ranging from communications, radar to automobiles. In the 

recent past, digital phase-locked loops have been widely used in 

high-performance microprocessors and high-speed digital 

communication systems as clock generators [1],[2]. As the 

speed of these systems increasing, the PLLs with higher 

operating frequency and lower jitter are in demand. So in nearly 

all the PLL applications, it is required to generate low noise 

while achieve fast settling time.  The settling time is largely 

determined by the loop bandwidth. In some applications, the 

loop bandwidth should be made as narrow as possible to 

minimize output phase jitter due to external noise, resulting in 

an elongated settling time. One of the solutions to this problem 

is the adaptive PLL using a wide bandwidth in the out-of-lock 

state and switching to a narrow bandwidth as the loop settles. 

With the adaptive PLL, one could speed up the settling process 

while ensuring sufficient reference feed-through attenuation for 

low output noise. For many adaptive PLL’s in literature [3-5], 

the loop bandwidth enhancement is achieved by increasing the 

charge pump current and/or increasing the loop gain [6]-

[8],[11]-[14]. However, the loop bandwidth is still constrained 

by the reference frequency for loop stability considerations. 

Another method of loop bandwidth enhancement is achieved by 

using a nonlinear loop filter instead of a conventional loop filter 

[9]. But it is difficult to implement. To expand the loop 

bandwidth even further, a new adaptation scheme is proposed 

that not only increases the bandwidth, but also gives good noise 

performance. This paper describes three improved acquisition 

techniques designs and it is organized as follows: Section 2 

presents the detailed circuits of the proposed PLL for speeding-

up acquisition. The simulation results are discussed in Section 3. 

Section 4 illustrates the experimental results. The conclusions 

are given in Section 5. 

2. OPERATING PRINCIPLE OF THE 

PROPOSED PLL FOR SPEEDING-UP 

ACQUISITION 
A conventional PLL is shown in Fig. 1. It is composed of an 

XOR phase detector, a loop filter and a voltage-controlled 

oscillator. The first-order loop filter is composed of the resistors 

R1 and R2 and the capacitor C1. The damping factor and natural 

frequency are approximately expressed as [10] 

   =   
    

           
     and     ζ=  

  

 
      

 

         (1) 

Where Kd is the phase detector gain and Ko is the gain of the 

VCO. The bandwidth of a PLL is often specified by the 3-dB 

corner frequency ω3db and it is expressed as [10]: 

 

     =                          
 

         (2) 

For a damping factor ζ = 0.7, ω3db becomes ω3db = 2.05 ωn, 

which is about twice the natural frequency. From Eq. (1) and 

Eq. (2) to speed-up PLL, the loop bandwidth enhancement is 

achieved by increasing the natural frequency ωn by reducing the 

time constants of the loop filter. 

 

 
Fig 1: Conventional PLL 
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This can be accomplished by applying different methods to 

change the loop filter resistances R1 or R2 in the out-of-lock 

state. The change in the loop filter resistance depends on the 

difference between the input and the output frequencies; as this 

difference decreases, the resistance changes to obtain smooth 

transition to lock. A frequency difference sensing circuit is used 

to represent the difference between the input and output 

frequencies by a certain voltage to control the loop filter 

resistance. 

The first proposed design is shown in Fig. 2. It presents the 

proposed PLL with a lock detector. In this configuration the 

loop filter bandwidth can be switched by a binary signal. The 

control signal for the switched filter is derived from the lock-in 

detector. In the unlock state of the PLL, the output signal Q of 

the lock-in detector is high. In this state, the switch is closed 

given a low resistance loop filter which widens the loop 

bandwidth as explained before. 

The noise bandwidth is then too large. The filter bandwidth has 

to be reduced instantaneously to a value where the noise 

bandwidth is small enough to provide stable operation. This is 

done by switching the loop filter to its low bandwidth position 

by means of the Q signal (opened switch). 

In the second proposed design, a grounded capacitor C together 

with two switches replaces a resistor R1 as shown in Fig. 3. The 

two switches are driven by a non overlapping two phase clock. 

The clock frequency fs is much higher than the frequency of the 

input. Thus during clock phase φ1, when C is connected across 

the input voltage Vin, the variations in the input signal are 

negligible small. It follows that during φ1 capacitor C charges 

up to the voltage Vin. Then, during clock phase φ2, capacitor C 

is connected to the output, as indicated in Fig. 3 Capacitor C is 

thus forced to discharge, and its previous charge is transferred to 

the output. 

From the description above, during each clock period T an 

amount of charge is extracted from the input and supplied to the 

output. If T is sufficiently short, this process as almost 

continuous and define an equivalent resistance Req between 

input node and output node. 

 

   =  
 

 
  

 

   
 (3) 

 

 
 

Fig 2: A block diagram of the proposed PLL using a switched loop filter (S = analog switch) 

  

Fig 3: Basic principle of the switched-capacitor 
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Fig 4: A block diagram of the proposed PLL using a 

switched-capacitor resistor technique to control the filter 

bandwidth 

 

In this technique the proposed PLL is designed to achieve fast 

locking by replacing the filter resistance R1 by a switched-

capacitor resistor and adding a frequency difference sensing 

circuit to produce a clock signal representing the difference 

between input frequency and output frequency. The clock signal 

is used to control the two switches S1 and S2 of the switched 

capacitor resistor as shown in the Fig. 4. 

In the unlock state of the PLL, the frequency difference between 

the input frequency and the output frequency is large. According 

to Eq. (3) the equivalent resistance is small which widens the 

loop bandwidth and reduce the acquisition time. 

As frequency difference between input frequency and output 

frequency decreases, the equivalent resistance to the switched-

capacitor increases and so the loop bandwidth decreases until it 

reaches its conventional value at locking. Hence, we obtain 

smooth transition to lock. 

The third proposed PLL is designed to achieve fast locking by 

replacing the filter resistance R2 by a JFET transistor working 

as a voltage controlled resistance and adding a frequency 

difference sensing circuit to produce a voltage proportional to 

the frequency difference between input and output. This voltage 

is applied to the JFET gate to control the resistance value 

between the drain and source terminal. 

 
 

Fig 5: A block diagram of the proposed PLL using VCR 

 

A frequency to voltage converter circuit is used to give a control 

voltage representing the frequency difference between input and 

output frequencies as shown in Fig. 5. 

The output voltage from the frequency difference sensing circuit 

is inversely proportional to the frequency difference. In the 

unlock state of the PLL, the output voltage has a low negative 

value, hence the equivalent resistance between drain and source 

terminal of the VCR is low which widens the loop bandwidth as 

explained before. 

 As the frequency difference decreases the output voltage 

increases negatively, hence the equivalent resistance will 

increase and so the loop bandwidth decreases until reaching its 

conventional value at locking. Hence, we obtain smooth 

transition to lock. 

 

3. SIMULATION RESULTS 
For the first proposed design Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 show the SPICE 

circuit used for both the conventional PLL and the proposed 

PLL, respectively. Fig. 8 shows the simulated transient 

responses for the conventional PLL and the proposed one. 

Performance summaries are listed in Table 1. From Fig. 8, the 

locked time is 2.1 ms for the conventional PLL. While it 

amounts only to 1.4 ms for the proposed PLL.

Fig 6: Schematic of the conventional PLL 

 

 

Fig 7: Schematic of the first proposed PLL (S =analog 

switch(4016)) 
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Fig 8: Simulated transient of the conventional PLL and the 1st proposed PLL

For the second proposed design, Fig. 9 shows the SPICE circuit 

used for the proposed PLL. Fig. 10 shows simulated transient 

responses for the conventional PLL and the proposed PLL. 

Performance summaries of this work are also listed in Table 1. 

The lock time is 2.1 ms in the conventional PLL. It amounts to 

0.5 ms for the proposed PLL. 

 

Fig 9: Schematic of the second proposed PLL (S1 and S2 

=analog switch (4016)) 

 

Table 1 Performance summary of the proposed PLL 

 

Supply voltage 5V 

Reference input 100 KHz 

VCO center frequency 85 KHz 

VCO's frequency range 17-150 KHz with 

Kv = 206 KHz/V 

R1 in loop filter 10 KΩ (conventional) 

5 KΩ (proposed) 

R2 in loop filter 3 KΩ 

C1 in loop filter 10 nF 

Simulated settling time 2.1 ms (conventional) 

1.4 ms (1st proposed) 

0.5 ms (2nd proposed) 

0.5 ms (3rd proposed) 

Measured settling time 2.1 ms (conventional) 

1.2 ms (1st proposed) 

0.5 ms (2nd proposed) 

0.3 ms (3rd proposed) 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 10: Simulated transient of the conventional PLL and the 2nd proposed PLL 
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For the third proposed design Fig. 11 shows the SPICE circuit 

used for the proposed PLL. Fig. 12 shows simulated transient 

responses for the proposed PLL. Performance summaries of this 

work are also listed in Table 1. The lock time is 2.1 ms in the 

conventional PLL. In Fig. 12, the lock time for the proposed 

PLL is reduced to be 0.5 ms. 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Fig 11: Schematic of the third proposed PLL 

 

Fig 12: Simulated transient of the conventional PLL and the 3rd proposed PLL 

 

4. Experimental results 
The practical implementation for the conventional and proposed 

PLL are carried out to verify the results obtained by computer 

simulations. The circuits shown in Fig. 6, Fig. 7, Fig. 9 and Fig. 

11 have been completely built and tested in the laboratory. The 

circuits have been tested with a frequency step input and the 

time response of the PLL was measured. Results of these 

experimental work are also listed in Table 1. 

Fig. 13, Fig. 14 and Fig. 15 show the measured transient 

responses for the conventional PLL and the 1st, 2nd, 3rd 

proposed ones to demonstrate the speeding-up, respectively. 

The measured locked time is 2.1 ms in the conventional PLL 

and the proposed one is 1.4 ms, 0.5 ms and 0.5 ms, respectively. 

The measurement results match with high-degree the simulated 

results.  
 

Fig 13: Measured transients of the conventional PLL with 

the 1st proposed PLL 
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Fig 14: Measured transients of the conventional PLL with 

the 2nd proposed PLL 

 

 
 

Fig 15: Measured transients of the conventional PLL with 

the 3rd proposed PLL 

 

5. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, a complete study to design high speed PLL is 

achieved. This paper demonstrates three techniques for fast-

acquisition PLL. To speed-up PLL, the loop bandwidth 

enhancement is achieved by increasing the natural frequency ωn 

by reducing the time constants of the loop filter. Adding a 

frequency difference circuit to represents the difference between 

input frequency and output frequency to control the loop filter 

time constants. Simulation and measurement results show that, a 

lock time reduction up to 75% was achieved compared with the 

conventional PLL. The measurement results demonstrate the 

proposed circuits. 
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